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75% countryside



25%cities
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100 languages
and dialects
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the 5 main ones are

tagalog
is the basis

of the
national
language

filipino
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abundant in natural resources
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hella natural resources
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natural resources

mountains



natural resources

volcanoes



natural resources

rivers



natural resources

tropical
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the philippines is
hella rich



7,107
islands



but the people
are hella poor

















who controls 
and lives off 
the wealth of 
the philippines?



the u.s. &
other foreign 
imperialists









and philippine
ruling classes





what is the
condition of the
filipino people?
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indigenous 
social

systems



Primitive
Communal

Lowest form of
social organization



Primitive
Communal

no private ownership
of land



Primitive
Communal

existed among
the aeta tribes



semi-
slave

semi-
Communal

most widespread
social system



semi-
slave

semi-
Communal

organized into
barangays



semi-
slave

semi-
Communal

private and communal
land ownership



semi-
slave

semi-
Communal



feudal most developed
social system



feudal existed in mindanao



feudal sultans were the 
biggest landlords



feudal datus managed
the sultan’s lands





how did they take 

over?

•Divide and conquer

•the cross and the sword



Why did they do it?

Gold & Valuable Metals

Spanish 
Colonization
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how did they do it?
Land Ownership

encomienda



hacienda



hacienda



Other Forms
of Control



violence



religion



Making the Ruling 
Class into Puppets



How did we 
fight back?



Lapu Lapu



Diego &
Gabriela
Silang



At least 
200 

revolts

1521 - 1898



Gomburza

1872



Ilustrados



propaganda
movement

Ilustrados



propaganda
movement

Ilustrados

why did it fail?

fail



Revolution of 1896

katipunan



andres
bonifacio





emilio
aguinaldo

a general
from the

elite
ilustrado

class



emilio
aguinaldo

in 1897,
he seized

leadership
of the

katipunan



emilio
aguinaldo

had andres
bonifacio
kidnapped

and executed



emilio
aguinaldo

he sold out
the revolution
and came to
terms with
the spanish



emilio
aguinaldo

in exchange

for P400,000,



emilio
aguinaldo

he told the 
people to
lay down

their arms



emilio
aguinaldo

and he went
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in exile
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but the filipino
people kept on

fighting...





when the spanish 
american war

broke out in 1898,



when the spanish 
american war

broke out in 1898,
the revolutionaries

intensified the
struggle



and spanish rule
collapsed

throughout the
archipelago...



u.s.
imperialism



the u.s. approached
aguinaldo in

hong kong and
pretended to
help them win

victory over spain





but the u.s.
already made a

secret agreement
with spain





treaty of paris

spain sold the philippines
to the u.s. for $20 million

december 10, 1898



then the
philippine-american

war began





the filipinos had just
defeated a 300-year colonizer



they weren’t
about to give up
their freedom



the americans
increased their
invading troops





the u.s. sent
more than

126,000 troops







1.5 million
filipinos died (1899-1913)



why did the u.s.
take over the
philippines?



president
william

mckinley



"When next I realized that the Philippines had dropped into our laps I 
confess I did not know what to do with them. I sought counsel from all 
sides Democrats as well as Republicans - but got little help. I thought first 
we would take only Manila; then Luzon; then other islands, perhaps, also. 
I walked the floor of the White House night after night until midnight; and 
I am not ashamed to tell you, gentlemen, that I went down on my knees and 
prayed Almighty God for light and guidance more than one night. And one 
night late it came to me this way - I don't know how it was, but it came:

november 21, 1899
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cowardly and dishonorable;
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(1) That we could not give them back to Spain - that we would be 
cowardly and dishonorable;

(2) That we could not turn them over to France or Germany - our 
commercial rivals in the Orient - that would be bad business and 
discreditable.

(3) That we could not leave them to themselves - they were unfit for self-
government - and they would soon have anarchy and misrule over there 
worse than Spain's was; and

(4) That there was nothing left for us to do but to take them all, and to 
educate the Filipinos, and uplift and civilize and Christianize them, and 
by God's grace, do the very best we could by them, as our fellow-men for 
whom Christ also died.

november 21, 1899



"And then I went to bed, and went to sleep, and slept soundly, and the next 
morning I sent for the chief engineer of the War Department (our map-
maker), and told him to put the Philippines on the map of the United 
States (pointing to a large map on the wall of this office); and there they
are, and there they will stay while I am President."

november 21, 1899
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reason #1

rich



reason #1

natural
resources



reason #1

cheap labor



reason #2

dumping ground
for finished products

and capital



reason #3

to control
china and asia



how did the
u.s. imperialists
take over the
philippines?



counterrevolutionary
violence

1



massacres



rapes



torture



burning
villages



counterrevolutionary
violence

deception2

1





u.s. imperialism
took advantage of
the weak ilustrado

leadership





promising “peace,”
“autonomy,” and

“benevolent assimilation”



emilio aguinaldo jr. at west point



the imperialists staged
municipal elections

so that only the old
principalia could vote



principalia



this privilege was given
to take the principalia

away from the revolution
and become u.s. puppets



the captured
aguinaldo cabinet

was used to call on
the people to surrender



why did
u.s. imperialism
perpetuate
feudalism
in the philippines?



why did
u.s. imperialism
continue
unequal land 
ownership?



to gain the support

of the landlords,
the principalia, and the

traitors of the revolution

1



to ensure a continued 
supply of raw materials

from crops

2



to secure a market for
imperialist products

3



to take advantage
of cheap labor

4



the treaty of paris
guaranteed the
property and 
businesses
established
under spain



u.s. imperialism 
developed the
money-based
economy at a

more rapid pace



it eroded the
self-sufficient
feudal economy



the u.s. imperialists
intensified the

export of crops



in order to speed up
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plus the u.s.
made hella profit

building public 
works



roads



bridges



ports



telegraph



they mainly made
people produce
raw materials



so people were
forced to buy
imported goods



only a limited
level of
capitalist

development
was allowed



only a limited
level of
capitalist

development
was allowed



farmers who tilled
their own land
went bankrupt





local handicraft
industries were

destroyed



hella peasants
became unemployed



hella peasants
became unemployed

creating a large
reserve labor force



hella peasants
became unemployed

creating a large
reserve labor force

cheap
labor



the comprador
big-bourgeoisie

became partners
with the

foreign monopoly
capitalists



the richest
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the richest
filipino businessmen

became partners
with the

americans who came
to steal our stuff



the richest
filipino businessmen
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with the

americans who came
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how did the
u.s. imperialists
continue their
colonial rule?



strengthening
their armed forces
even after they had

crushed the leadership
of the revolution

1



systematically
organizing the

philippine
constabulary

1



1901













training puppets
to help run the
colonial govt

2



manuel
quezon



setting up the
commonwealth

and constitution
in 1935

2





controlling
the thinking

of the people

3



by destroying
their nationalist
& revolutionary 

spirit

3



and promoting
the worship of

the united states

3



thomasites

education
baguio teacher’s camp



thomasites

started a new colonial
public school system

baguio teacher’s camp









they also used:



movies

they also used:
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they also used:
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they also used:

catholic church



how did the
filipinos
continue their
fight against
the u.s.?



macario sakay fought until 1907



moros fought until 1916



moros fought until 1916



throughout the 1920’s
there were many

spontaneous revolts
and strikes held by

workers and peasants



november 7, 1930

crisanto
evangelista

established the partido

komunista ng pilipinas (pkp)



1930 1940 1950

1935 - 1944

1943 - 1945

1944 - 1946

1946 - 1948

World War II



the great depression

of the 1930’s
was a huge crisis
for the capitalist

countries





it shook the
balance of power

within the imperialist
countries



fascism
an extreme right-wing,
intolerant, authoritarian
form of government



fascism
a hardcore dictatorship 
that’s hella conservative
and will use violence
against you if you
disagree with it



fascism
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fascism



they needed
to seize colonies

to save themselves
from economic crisis





hukbalahap



hukbalahap
hukbong

bayan laban
sa hapon



hukbalahap
people’s army

against the
japanese



after wwII,
how was

the rule of
us imperialism 

restored?







supported 
landlords

helped them create 
armed gangs to 

establish control
in the countryside



puppet 
republic
of the 
philippines

july 4, 1946



us imperialism 
granted the 
philippines fake 
independence

july 4, 1946



what were
the results?



US Control of 
military bases

expansion of 
investments

affairs of government
and military controlled



Semi-colonial & 
semi-feudal society 

still in effect



1950 1960 1970

1948 - 1953

1953 - 1957

1957 - 1961 1961 - 1965

1965 - 1986





1970 1980 1990

1965 - 1986 1986 - 1992

Martial Law





1990 2000 2010

1992 - 1998 1998 - 2001

2001 - 2010

2010 - now



mining act of 1995





human rights
violations

fake land reform

u.s. intervention

benigno
aquino iii



INTERMISSION



part 3
basic problems of
the filipino people



FILIPINO people?

  what is

causing the

suffering of the 





3 Basic
Problems



u.s. imperialism



feudalism

u.s. imperialism



u.s. imperialism

feudalism bureaucrat
capitalism



U.S. IMPERIALISM



U.S. IMPERIALISM



when capitalism
is forced to
create markets
in other countries



and there is
no longer real
free competition



companies keep
going bankrupt

so they merge with 
other companies



industries are
controlled by a

few big monopolies
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u.s. controls the 
philippines through:

economy politics

culture foreign relations
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continued stationing of u.s. troops
and war equipment in the philippines2

U.S. Marine Lance Corporal
Daniel Smith



HOW DOes
u.s. imperialism
STAY IN POWER?



war









-Congressional Research Service Report for Congress
U.S Foreign Aid to East and South Asia

(October 2008)

ACCOUNT 2005 2006 2007 2008 est. 2009 
request

Child Survival & Health 27,050,000 24,651,000 24,362,000 24,967,000 20,043,000

Development Assistance 27,576,000 24,212,000 15,448,000 27,321,000 56,703,000

Economic Support Funds 30,720,000 24,750,000 29,750,000 27,773,000 ---

Foreign Military Financing 29,760,000 29,700,000 39,700,000 29,757,000 15,000,000

International Military Education
& Training 2,915,000 2,926,000 2,746,000 1,475,000 1,700,000

International Narcotics Control
& Law Enforcement 3,968,000 1,980,000 1,900,000 794,000 1,150,000

Non-proliferation, Anti-terrorism,
De-mining, & related programs 2,257,000 4,968,000 4,198,000 4,531,000 4,625,000

Peace Corps 2,820,000 2,767,000 2,820,000 2,753,000 ---

TOTALS 127,066,000 115,954,000 120,924,000 119,371,000 99,221,000

u.s. assistance to philippines 2005-2009
(U.S. DOLLARS)
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$30 million in
military assistance
planned for 2010



why does
imperialism

need war?



to defend
their  colonies



to defend
their  colonies

& gain new
territories









steal
natural
resources



steal
natural
resources
create markets
TO sell excess

products
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feudalism
system of production
where the main forces

of production are:

peasantry
land



exploited by

parasitic
landlords



danding cojuangco



ownership of huge 
tracts of land by
certain landlords



lack or absence 
of land among the

peasant masses

ownership of huge 
tracts of land by
certain landlords



90% of the land
 is owned by
less than 10%

of the population



land rent



land rent
50-80% of harvest
goes to landlords
as rent payment



land rent
only a small %
remains with
the peasants





usury



usury
the peasants’ share

is not enough,
so they are

forced to borrow



usury
in order to cultivate 
the land or support 

their family



usury
peasants borrow

at a 100-150%
interest rate



usury
and don’t earn
enough money
to pay it back



usury
so they give up
their shares of
future harvests 



usury

or have to sell
parts of their land



extremely
low wages



extremely
low wages

for all day
back-breaking

hard work





servitude



servitude

cleaning the house



servitude

doing yard work



servitude

working in the kitchen



servitude
being asked for

chickens, fruits,
or other “offerings”





seizing land



seizing land
landlords control

the reactionary
government in the

provinces and towns



seizing land
they use this power

and their wealth
to squeeze peasants

out of their land



seizing land

often, they resort
to direct force to
take peasant land





feudalism
is the biggest

reason why the
PHiLIPPINE economy
remains backward















because landlords
profit so much from

land rent, they have
no interest in
developing the

means of farming







this prevents
industrialization
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bureaucrat
capitalism



bureaucrat
capitalism

running the
government

as a business
for personal
financial gain



every president
of the philippines

has been a
bureaucrat

capitalist
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every president
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has been a
bureaucrat

capitalist



every president
of the philippines

has been a
bureaucrat

capitalist



fascism



fascism

systematic
suppression and

control of the people
by the government



fascism

their special role
is the direct

administration of
the reactionary state



the

reactionary 
state



the

reactionary state

reactionary
opposed to progress or social change
opposed to or suppresses revolution
extremely conservative
Right-wing
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the

reactionary state

reactionary
opposed to progress or social change
opposed to or suppresses revolution
extremely conservative
Right-wing



the

reactionary state

state
the government of a country or nation
administers laws, taxes, courts
in alliance with wealthy big businesses
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the

reactionary state

state
the government of a country or nation
administers laws, taxes, courts
in alliance with wealthy big businesses
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military



military
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military



military



military



military
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police



police



police



police



police



police



courts



courts



courts



courts



courts



prisons



prisons



prisons



prisons



prisons



prisons



lawmaking



lawmaking

entering into
unequal agreements

with foreign exploiters



lawmaking

to benefit the
ruling classes

against the people



government
corruption



government
corruption

laws are approved
through large bribes



government
corruption

money is pocketed

from every contract,
concession, and license



government
corruption

rampant cheating on
payroll listings



government
corruption

purchases of goods
for public works
are manipulated



$330
million deal



$330
million deal

overpriced by

$130 million



deceiving
the people



deceiving
the people

bourgeoise elections



deceiving
the people



deceiving
the people



deceiving
the people

control of mass media



deceiving
the people



deceiving
the people



deceiving
the people



deceiving
the people





3 Basic
Problems



u.s. imperialism



feudalism

u.s. imperialism



u.s. imperialism

feudalism bureaucrat
capitalism



3 Basic
Problems



part 4
the solution



what is
the solution t0
these fundamental
problems of the 

philippines?



what is
the solution t0
these fundamental
problems of the 

philippines?



how do we

achieve freedom?



will the people
in power ever give
up their power
voluntarily?



u.s. imperialists

big landlords

comprador big
bourgeoisie
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u.s. imperialists

big landlords

comprador big
bourgeoisie
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danding
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danding
cojuangco



danding
cojuangco



danding
cojuangco



danding
cojuangco



danding
cojuangco



danding
cojuangco



danding
cojuangco



will they
return the

wealth they’ve
stolen from the
filipino people?



how can things
change in the
philippines?



elections?





coup d’etat
a sudden, violent, and illegal
seizure of power from the government

coup d’etat?



































coup d’etat?





gregorio
honasan



what keeps

the top 1% of
the population in 
power over the

majority 99%?
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PEASANTS
WORKERS
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75%

15%

7%
2%1%

PEASANTS
WORKERS
PETTY BOURGEIOSIE
NATIONAL BOURGEIOISIE
RULING ELITE



the force of
the military and
police protects
their property



youth rally against gma’s extravagant dinners



how do we

achieve freedom?



semi-colonial

semi-feudal
semi-colonial

semi-feudal



semi-colonial



semi-colonial

semi-feudal



independent

semi-feudal



independent

democratic



75%

15%

7%
2%1%

PEASANTS
WORKERS
PETTY BOURGEIOSIE
NATIONAL BOURGEIOISIE
RULING ELITE









NATIONAL DEMOCRatic
movement



NATIONAL DEMOCRatic
movement

national sovereignty
against u.s. imperialism



NATIONAL DEMOCRatic
movement

national independence
against u.s. imperialism



NATIONAL DEMOCRatic
movement

supports the democratic
rights of the majority

of the people



NATIONAL DEMOCRatic
movement

supports the peasant
struggle for land
to end feudalism

across the country
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to make changes in an institution
in order to improve it

the belief that we can realize 
genuine freedom and democracy
only by parliamentary means
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reform

reform
to make changes in an institution
in order to improve it

the belief that we can realize 
genuine freedom and democracy
only by legal means, working within
the bounds of the constitution



revolution
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complete transformation of a society
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revolution
complete transformation of a society
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revolution

revolution
complete transformation of a society

the removal of a government or
social order in favor of a new system

and its existing power structures



revolution

revolution
complete transformation of a society

the overthrow of a government or
social order in favor of a new system

and its existing power structures



american revolution
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philippine revolution

national
democratic



philippine revolution

oldnational
democratic



philippine revolution

oldbourgeois
democratic



philippine revolution

newnational
democratic newnational
democratic



philippine revolution

newnational
democratic



people’s
democratic
revolution



who is
leading the
revolution?



philippine revolution

newnational
democratic

workers











philippine revolution

newnational
democratic

peasants









philippine revolution

newnational
democratic

petty
bourgeoisie



philippine revolution

newnational
democratic

middle
class



philippine revolution

newnational
democratic

professionals













philippine revolution

newnational
democratic

national
bourgeoisie



philippine revolution

newnational
democratic

patriotic
businesses
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reform

revolution
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forms of struggle
in the nd movement?

armed
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legal



legal
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legal



legal
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legal



legal



legal
chrp



legal
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armed
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protracted

people’s war



protracted

people’s war



protracted

people’s war





people’s democratic
government



people’s democratic
government

socialist
perspective



people’s democratic
government

building a new state
created by the people &
supporting their interests
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building a new state
created by the people &
supporting their interests



people’s democratic
government

building a new state
created by the people &
supporting their interests



people’s democratic
government

people’s
representatives are 
elected with a system 
of equality in voting



people’s democratic
government

a free, just &
progressive society



reactionary
government

maximizing profit
for ruling elite



people’s democratic
government

maximizing resources
to meet human needs
of the majority



people’s democratic
government

genuine land reform



people’s democratic
government

redistributing
the land



people’s democratic
government

redistributing
the land for free



people’s democratic
government

cooperative
enterprises



people’s democratic
government

bayanihan



people’s democratic
government

national
industrialization



people’s democratic
government

the state will direct 
all the companies 
that are nationalized



people’s democratic
government

manage all the
sources of raw
materials & energy



people’s democratic
government

self-reliance



imperialist
feudal
anti-people

reactionary
culture



people’s democratic
culture

national
feudal
anti-people



people’s democratic
culture

national
scientific
anti-people



people’s democratic
culture

national
scientific
mass CULTURE



people’s democratic
culture

revolutionary
national culture



people’s democratic
culture

traditional



people’s democratic
culture

traditional
modern



people’s democratic
culture

traditional
modern
progressive



people’s democratic
culture

free education



foreign relations



foreign relations

respect for each

other’s sovereignty
& territorial integrity



foreign relations

non-aggression



foreign relations

non-interference

in each other’s
internal affairs



foreign relations

equality and
mutual benefit



foreign relations

peaceful 
coexistence
regardless of
social system



foreign relations

abrogate all
unequal treaties
and agreements
with u.s. imperialism



foreign relations

terminate all
unequal treaties
and agreements
with u.s. imperialism



what can we do?



educate



educate
study history

& current events



educate
educational
discussions



educate
workshops



educate
film

screenings



educate
social

investigation



educate
spread

awareness



educate
cultural

work



educate
performances



organize



organize
community
organizing



organize
building

relationships



organize
building

relationships
with people in the community



organize
developing

as organizers



organize
building

membership



organize
coalition
building



mobilize



mobilize
community

events



mobilize
forums



mobilize
protests

and rallies



mobilize
promoting
campaigns



mobilize
stopping

us military aid



mobilize
exposure

trips



u.s. imperialism

feudalism bureaucrat
capitalism



philippine
society&

revolution


